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Itâ€™s never too late to dream of running away to sea. And itâ€™s never too soon to go. Few

phrases stir our imagination like the centuries-old â€œran away to sea.â€• It was used most often in

reference to young men turning their backs on the security of land and hearth and striking out for

adventure, the unknown, and a new life.This calendar takes you on a journey to the most

mesmerizing places on earth.
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The photography in this calendar is lovely and each month of dates is printed on a map background

which is a nice touch except for the fact that the date numbers are printedso faintly that unless

you're standing right in front of it you can not see the numbers. needs to require additional images

of the calendars it sells so the customer cansee the details before buying!

I've been getting these calendars every year for more than 25 years. The pictures are great and the

chart background puts the pics in context. I like my job but this guy's job, sailing around the world

and taking pictures of beaches and sailboats, may be the best there is.

Bought this for a Christmas present for a fellow sailor. The pictures are great. The guy I gave it to

sent me a note to tell me how much he really enjoys the pictures. It's a calendar, what else can I say

:)



I love this calander and have it in my office so that I can dream I am somewhere else while at work.

It is cool that it shows the chart for the water depths in the area where the boat picture is taken. You

can imagine getting your own boat into the picture. The calander is great except for one significant

detail. It does not include December. Instead of December, there is an order form to get your next

calander. I will get one because Seven Seas is the only one I have found that has the depth charts -

but was disapointed that December was not included.

This calendar is a visual dream of far away places and where one's imagination sets sail. The

tranquil beauty of the island nations, the quiet coves of solitude, and the majesty of the ocean

makes one realize the need for a break from the hectic pace of life. This calendar is that break.

I hesitate to quote Jack Sparrow, but in the first _Pirates_ movie he said that a ship is "freedom."

This calendar gives you twelve very pretty photos of ships moored at get-away islands. What I

enjoyed at least as much were the different maps of islands and atolls on the pages of each month.

The pictures are a bit generic, but the maps transported my imagination to specific places! They

reminded me of following the adventures of Robert Louis Stevenson's _Treasure Island_ on the

map that he drew of the mythical island before he ever wrote the book. The maps multiplied the

sense of freedom from each ship. Obviously, I am enjoying the calendar.

This is a wonderful calendar - filled with vivid pictures of sailboats and anchorages. Spacious day

block that you can make notes in. I purchase one every year. The absolute Best of the Sailing

Calendars in my opionion.

This calendar has the greatest pictures and neat charts. It hangs in my office and other workers

come in and day dream. I've gotten them for several years and keep them for the pictures - they're

better than a National G,
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